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Disclaimer
Except when specifically permitted and/or requested by the
verified person, we are only allowed to display the personal
data included in the Vetted Project Information database in
our Data Processing Notice. 

No information provided in this document by the project
and/or team members was validated or confirmed as part of
the vetting process, unless otherwise mentioned.

Nothing contained in this document constitutes a legal or
financial advice, an offer, solicitation, recommendation,
endorsement, guarantee or warranty provided by us or any
third-party service provider.



The founders behind Ape In Poker have housed an online
casino and sportsbook for the last five years and are now
announcing their Poker Room Grand Opening, an online
platform bridging traditional casino play with cryptocurrency
and web3 technology.

The team of developers have committed themselves to
simplifying the transition from traditional to web3 poker play
for the average user, optimizing the user experience for any
level of experience.

Summary
Project Description

Team Members
Co-Founder
        Virgil ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#8796
      @ssPapi2025

Co-Founder
        monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334
      @zer0foxgibbon

All supplied identity and residency documents were verified
and determined to be valid.

Ace of Development
        RyGuy07#8422
      @TheNovak777

Ace of Marketing
        devinolivia#6816
      @devinolivia

Ace of Games
        Parzival ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#5181

https://twitter.com/ssPapi2025
https://twitter.com/zer0foxgibbon
https://twitter.com/TheNovak777
https://twitter.com/devinolivia


  

Project Name Ape In Poker Club  

Project Website https://apeinpoker.com  

Project Discord https://discord.com/invite/apeinpoker  

Project Twitter https://twitter.com/apeinpoker  

Mint Wallet VwJWPTPENjeD4jyyqXRDVY6RYcCvtCbaUizWWgXbB4u  

Treasury Wallet 2BvsWpWRLUbaiurHHHEgFTUccu5Znni4YrUA5K1Xt67m  

Company  

  

Legal Accountability Tier 3  

Certificate Rank Gold  

Vetting Process Report

Project Verifications

1

2

Learn more about Legal Accountability System here.

Learn more about our Audit Certificate requirements here.

1

2
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      @ssPapi2025

Co-Founder
        monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334
      @zer0foxgibbon

All supplied identity and residency documents were verified
and determined to be valid.

Ace of Development
        RyGuy07#8422
      @TheNovak777

Ace of Marketing
        devinolivia#6816
      @devinolivia

https://apeinpoker.com/
https://discord.com/invite/apeinpoker
https://twitter.com/apeinpoker
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/legal-accountability-system-explained-8096fb4ff1bc
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/dox-certificate-explained-be2955886e9
https://twitter.com/ssPapi2025
https://twitter.com/zer0foxgibbon
https://twitter.com/TheNovak777
https://twitter.com/devinolivia


Launch the production version of the platform with the
cashier.
Expand the player base (at the moment there are 1,600
users; the
goal is to have 10,000 player accounts by the end of the
year).
Create a wallet system that serves as a player account so
that
users can use their own funds to play poker.
Executing the first poker tour (Ape in Poker Tour).
Organize an in-person event in Las vegas at the end of the
year.
Get our own gaming license by the end of the year.

      Project's Response
The tokenomics whitepaper roadmap is already
being worked on together with a tokenomics focused
company.

Main short-term objectives we are looking to complete post-
mint are:

      Observation 1
The lightpaper publicly available on the website lacks
specific details in terms of timelines and execution of the
objectives.

Observations
Project
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Although developing wallet technology is regarded as one of
the hardest challenges, we are leveraging a very strong code
base to advance this. In order to enhance our software utilities,
we'd also like to bring more development in-house as opposed
to outsourcing it.
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
We were disclosed additional confidential information
providing sufficient proof of a well-thought-out and
realistic plan. However, we would still suggest the project
to publish more detailed information available for the
investors as well.

      Project's Response
Currently, we are searching for various locations to host the
event in the Las Vegas region with the hopes of collaborating
with one of the local casinos. In the following weeks, a few
higher level poker players will join our team as brand
ambassadors. This will aid in expanding the available options
for the actual event as well.

      Observation 2
An in-person poker event in Las Vegas (28-30th December
2022) is listed as an objective in the publicly available
lightpaper.



      Nestor Alpha Comment
We were privately disclosed additional information in order
to assess the team’s plan from which we can conclude that
logistics of the poker tour and the Las Vegas event should
not be problematic.

      Observation 3
One of the utilities listed on the publicly available lightpaper is
a company-owned CEX that will allow players to go through a
KYC process and connect the account with commonly used
real-world payment methods.
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      Project's Response
A domain that will be utilized for this has already been
purchased by us. The intention is to construct the website from
source code already in use by several of the major central
exchanges. The acquisition of said code has previously been
discussed. We are attempting to cater to both types of players,
those who like to maintain their profits in cryptocurrencies
and those who prefer to convert them to fiat.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
There are legal challenges and tax implications involved
with crypto currency conversion, that could potentially be
an issue down the road.



      Observation 4
Publicly available lightpaper states that the current gaming
licensing is in Costa Rica and that the project is looking to
acquire a Gibraltar license in the future. The project’s company
that underwent verification is headquartered in a nation with
substantially stronger gambling regulations.

      Project's Response
The project's technical development and operational side are
handled by the company. The casino and sportsbook providers
with whom we currently work in Costa Rica (https://vipclub.lv/)
hold the gaming license, but we intend to eventually obtain
our own license.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Since the project's operational needs will also be covered
by the mint funds, the project and the verified corporation
can still be held liable in the event of fraud.

      Observation 5
According to publicly accessible lightpaper, the project has
been running its online casino and sports betting, VIP Club, for
five years. On the project's website, there is an external link
that points to the VIP Club platform (https://vipclub.lv/).
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https://vipclub.lv/
https://vipclub.lv/


      Project's Response
The VIP Club is a company that has been operating in the
online casino industry for five years and has long desired to
include a poker room feature. Building a community is one of
the major obstacles to beginning an online poker business,
which is what our NFT project aims to overcome. They agreed
to provide us with their gaming license and software
foundation for our poker room when we approached them with
our idea.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The content in the lightpaper might be considered
deceptive advertising, although the project has gone into
further detail on the subject during the process. We
recommend that the project rephrases the specified
content in the lightpaper.
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      Observation 6
There is publicly available information about the NFT
collection (supply: 5,555; price: 3-3.5 SOL, date: 19-21st August
2022). There is no detailed information available on the
allocation in terms of shares or amounts.

      Project's Response
The money raised will go toward building the aforementioned
utilities and mostly toward expanding the community and
achieving our target of 10,000 players. The Ape In Poker tour
will also receive some of the funding, but the initial events'
expenses can be met with the funds on hand right now. 



According to our projections, the events will also enable us to
collect some extra money through sponsorships and new
player registrations. The existing product will be
available regardless of the mint revenue because the
operational costs of servers are covered. Depending on how
long it takes to construct the final version of the tokenomics,
the $HOUSE token drop is anticipated to happen 30 to 60 days
following the mint.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We were privately disclosed some more details about the
tokenomics that are still being worked on.
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      Observation 7
In relation to the supply and cost of the NFT collection, the
player base and community size are comparatively small.

      Project's Response
With our NFT collection, we hope to add to the 1,600 users
already registered. With our poker tour, we hope to expand the
player base and the local community. We'll also keep
improving on our affiliate programs and social media
networks. Working with brand ambassadors who can attract a
significant flood of poker players from their network of
followers is one of the key techniques.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Some of the brand ambassadors were privately disclosed to
us in order to assess the plan.



      Observation 8
In the NFT space, utilities related to casinos and poker are
rather common.
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      Project's Response
Most of our competitors lack the proof of work that we have
prior to mint. We have a solid strategy in place to expand our
player base, develop software, and acquire our own licensing.
With regard to utility, we'll provide a special feature in our
burn mechanism that lets players make more use of their NFT
(upgrading and Herculean Pass) in order to play with a lower
rakeback and obtain access to additional real-world utilities.
Our token will be based on the "house edge" concept and,
while specifics are still being worked out, it will also have a
burning mechanism in addition to staking.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Utility for the NFT was discussed in detail, the team was
able to provide answers to all the additional questions we
had. Rakeback mechanism creates real utility to the NFT
holders, with a proven model from non crypto online poker
sites.

      Observation 9
A 3D Experience (virtual reality room) is available as one of the
features on the website.
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      Project's Response
This software is being "white-labeled" for use. The
functionalities serve as a showcase of potential future utility
and are not yet complete. The use of virtual reality will help to
bridge the gap between the real world and the digital one. This
may enable online players to participate in tournaments at the
same table as real-world opponents.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
From our testing, the functionality is now very restricted,
but it is intended to serve as an example of potential utility
in the future.

      Observation 10
In traditional online poker, botting and other harmful software
are frequent occurrences.

      Project's Response
Some of the anti-bot and anti-fraud mechanisms are already in
place in our current core program, which we are using as a
starting point. Due to the quick advancements on the part of
bad actors, we are making an effort to address the problem
one step at a time. We are working on improving our software
solution and relatively big investments are required to combat
the issue.
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      Observation 11
There has been some previous activity on the mint wallet
provided.

      Project's Response
The funds from the mint procedure will be received in the
indicated mint wallet before being moved to the treasury
wallet.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We came to the conclusion that the team had correctly
identified the issues that needed to be addressed after a
more in-depth conversation.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Since both wallets were validated and the process was
described, this is not identified as a concern.



      Project's Response
Virgil ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#8796 has extensive experience in poker
and has been playing it professionally during several periods of
their career. They began the project with monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη
ρσкєя♧#7334 a few months ago. They worked on previous
crypto-related projects in the past as well as being partners in
a marketing company.

      Observation 1
Virgil ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#8796 is publicly known as the co-
founder of the project.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Virgil ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#8796’s proof of work related to their
role in the project has been confirmed during the process.

Team
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       Virgil ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#8796
       @ssPapi2025

Co-Founder

      Observation 2
Through personal Twitter provided it was discovered that that
Virgil ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#8796, RyGuy07#8422 and 
monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334 are involved in other NFT
projects such as Day of the Dead, SolSand (both part of
Solanaverse project).

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/ssPapi2025
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      Project's Response
Day of the Dead is a “el Día de los Muertos” (Mexican holiday)
themed PFP project that was initially launched on Ethereum
before being ported to the Solana blockchain. This ties into the
Solanaverse, a metaverse project where Day of the Dead NFTs
will be used as a utility. SolSand was the first NFT project that
is a part of the Solanaverse and has been sold out. They will be
used to acquire land in the metaverse. After one of the core
members stole a substantial sum of money and the mint
coincided with the decline in the price of Solana earlier in the
year, Solanaverse experienced some funding issues. Project is
currently developing their game, forming strategic alliances,
and gathering further funds to carry out their strategy. While
they work on Ape In Poker, another partner is currently more
active with the Solanaverse project.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We can confirm that the projects are still actively being
worked on and are following their roadmap, with some
adjustments in the deliverables, after conducting more
research into them.



      Project's Response
monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334 has been engaged in
cryptocurrency trading for some time. Last year, they were
introduced to the NFTs by a work associate. They felt like they
had the predispositions for beginning a project of their own
because they were affiliated with a marketing and web
development firm. They made the decision to hire more
blockchain developers and launch their first project, Day of the
Dead. Because the associates were already very involved with
poker, the idea for Ape In Poker emerged.

      Observation 1
monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334 is publicly known as the co-
founder of the project.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334’s proof of work related
to their role in the project has been confirmed during the
process.
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       monkeyKing ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#7334
       @zer0foxgibbon

Co-Founder

https://twitter.com/zer0foxgibbon


      Project's Response
RyGuy07#8422 has joined the team previously and has already
collaborated on projects with them. Works as a blockchain
developer, oversees the development of the product, and
manages a group of five external full-stack developers. Had a
career in corporate retail management before switching to
programming five years ago. Prior to joining the NFT projects,
they worked primarily as a freelancer.

      Observation 1
RyGuy07#8422's publicly known role in the project is the Ace
of Development.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
RyGuy07#8422’s proof of work related to their role in the
project has been confirmed during the process.
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       RyGuy07#8422
       @TheNovak777

Ace of Development

      Observation 2
Launchpad was not provided in the service order form.

      Project's Response
NFTs will be minted using Metaplex Candy Machine. The mint
link will be available on the website.

https://twitter.com/TheNovak777


      Project's Response
When the co-founders contacted devinolivia#6816, they had
previously performed marketing for other NFT projects. They
are collaborating for the first time on this project. Their
responsibilities as a head of marketing include managing
marketing strategies, social media, content production,
partnerships, public relations, promotions, and sponsorships.

      Observation 1
devinolivia#6816's publicly known role in the project is the
Ace of Marketing.
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       devinolivia#6816
       @devinolivia

Ace of Marketing

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Control over the website (https://apeinpoker.com/) was
established and verified during the process making the
project legally responsible for any external links available
there.

      Observation 2
In addition to their Ape In Poker Club duties, they handle
marketing for "Royal Goats Club."

https://twitter.com/devinolivia
https://apeinpoker.com/


      Project's Response
devinolivia#6816 has over ten years of experience in
marketing, professional fundraising, and sponsorships. Dived
into the NFT space on their own initiative and reached out to
the founders of Royal Goats Club (NFT project), and began
working for them. Even though they still work on some other
projects, the vocation with Ape In Poker would be seen as a
full-time job.
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
devinolivia#6816’s proof of work related to their role in the
project has been confirmed during the process.

      Project's Response
Parzival ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#5181 has five years of professional
live poker experience and has worked as a freelancer in the
past. Their knowledge of cryptocurrency primarily relates to
trading. They oversee affiliates, coordinate games, and onboard
new communities for tournaments.

      Observation 1
Parzival ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#5181's publicly known role in the
project is the Ace of Games.

       Parzival ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#5181

Ace of Games



      Observation 2
Personal wallet was not provided.
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      Project's Response
Parzival ~ αρє ιη ρσкєя♧#5181 hasn’t done much trading as of
late due to market conditions and involvement in the project.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
A personal wallet was provided by the end of the process,
confirming the claims.



Conclusion
Risks Identified

The project has demonstrated substantial work and experience in
relation to the current and prior involvements in the NFT sector and
other businesses, but exact allocation details of the mint revenue
were not provided during the process. [LOW RISK]

Obtaining their own gaming license and managing the legal
ramifications of crypto-crypto and crypto-fiat transactions comes
with logistical risks. The project has provided evidence that work is
being done to address this. [LOW RISK]

Although the report (Project Observation #1 and #5) identifies some
community transparency problems, the project has provided
enough data that is partially made public in this report. [LOW RISK]

1.

2.

3.

Transparency and Cooperation
The Vetting Service Order Form included the majority of the
optional information, all of which was in accordance with our
guidelines. Project cooperated with our team, was very
transparent throughout the process, and provided most of the
additional information requested.

Certificate
Considering that the project meets the criteria for Tier 3 of our
Legal Accountability risk assessment, the highest rank that
may be attained is a Gold Certificate. Based on transparency,
cooperation, and the amount and severity of other risks
identified during the vetting process (3x Low) Nestor Alpha
decides to award the project with a Gold Certificate.


